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Master Your Mind, Master Your Life
Do you want to truly be your own master, increase your emotional toughness, control
your lizard brain, and get more done during your day? Do you want to turn your
dreams into action - all the time? 95% of decisions are based on feelings. Not logic.
Not rational thought. Feelings. Can you feel the pull of emotions, hunger, guilt, pain,
jealously, depression, and everything else weighing on every decision that you make?
Business owners, entrepreneurs, regular people looking to get in shape, anyone with
a goal that isn't terrified of tough love - you need to read F*ck Your Feelings - as
soon as possible! In this book you'll learn how to use personal mind control
techniques to control the way your brain is wired, constantly accomplish your goals,
and feel MORE pleasure during the day. You cannot control your instincts until you
understand how they work - PERIOD. Learn how to apply the fundamentals of
emotional control so that you can uplift yourself ON COMMAND, fight through
periods of stress and torment, and give yourself long-term satisfaction and peace.
Packed with advice you can put to use right away, you'll learn how to SPOT and What
pragmatic and actionable tactics will you learn? The one four letter word that
practically guarantees you'll fail at whatever you do. The real nature of emotions, and
the twenty minute exercise we can take to give ourselves lasting joy throughout the
day. Why eating one marshmallow at the wrong time can ruin your relationships and
cost you thousands of dollars. Why play, safety, and something called the VAGUS
NERVE is critical for your performance in life. The "everything is everything"
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moment that will separate you from 92% of people - in the entire world. Also the
following insights: How to survive and recover when your brain is HOOKED on
dopamine, fear, amusement, and other toxic drugs. The actual, CONTROLLABLE
physical property that decides whether you're a dreamer, or a doer! How feeling
threatened or insecure can actually make you sluggish, lazy, and TRAPPED in failure.
How to interact with your phone, tablet and computer without wrecking your back,
eyes, and heart. And so much more! Here's what this book ISN'T: this isn't a get rich
quick scheme, a business plan, or some touchy-feely nonsense about touching your
inner self. This is about building the most consistent element in any business YOURSELF. How will your business improve? Be more focused throughout the day.
Gain the ability to say NO to temptation when it comes. HACK your brain so that
you're always energized and pumped up NEVER be outside your comfort zone or
afraid of a challenge. Implement these techniques and watch your profits skyrocket.
Learn how to control your own mind and turn your desires into ACTION by scrolling
up and clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!

The Mind Master
Master Your Mind is one of the most inspiring and entertaining self-improvement
books that has come along in quite some time. D.E. Boyer takes us on a fascinating
journey from the depths of despair to an amazing quantum world where anything is
possible. First, we will learn how to defend ourselves against the chaos in our minds,
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then we will learn how to rekindle the magic in our hearts. Along the way, the
wisdom of Socrates and the myth of Narcissus will transform the way we think and
feel. Boyer then shows us how the military teaches their Navy Seal recruits how to
handle their thoughts and feelings when someone is trying to kill them, so we can
better handle our bosses, spouses, and children when it feels like they are trying to
kill us. We will also get a glimpse of death through the eyes of someone who sees
people die every day, giving us a much greater appreciation for life. With extremely
amusing stories from her own life that touch on her dysfunctional upbringing and
traumatizing career as an intensive care nurse, Boyer teaches us how to control our
anxiety, boost our fragile self-esteem, and get into a state of flow so that we can
spend most of our time loving life, rather than dreading it. She also gives us crucial
health and nutrition tips so that we can live longer with our newfound peace and joy,
and she shows us how to be more successful at life by being a better friend, spouse,
and parent. With every step we take on this path, we'll find ourselves flirting with the
hidden power of the mind, a power that often lies just beyond most people's reach.
Only by mastering the basics of thinking and feeling can we gain access to this
power. Once the door is unlocked, we will enter another dimension, a quantum world
where time is irrelevant and the magic of our mind is waiting to be found.

Control Your Mind and Master Your Feelings
Do you want to achieve something great in your life?Do you lack the focus required
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to reach your goals?This book provides answers that will help you improve your
confidence and performance and find the success you want!Each one of us has a
dream, whether it is something enormous like winning an Olympic gold or something
ordinary and more easily achieved, like owning your home. It doesn't matter what
you are aiming for, the process is much the same. You must have focus and develop a
set of routines, because without those your chances of getting what you want are
quickly diminished.In this short but insightful book, you will discover what it takes to
achieve your goals and how using some simple techniques will improve your chances
of success, with chapters that cover things like: Identifying your visionSetting your
expectations of what you will achieveDeveloping a positive mindsetPreparing
yourself mentally for the challengesThe art of focusing your mindPractising gratitude
dailyWhere God fits inAnd moreBy building positive habits and a determined attitude
we can usually achieve anything we set our minds on. This book provides you with
that solid foundation upon which you can build, expand and improve on as you
steadily reach for your goal.Scroll up now, click Add to Cart and start making your
dreams come true

Master Your Emotions
You’ll get there faster if you just slow down Master Your Mind offers a bit of
perspective and a lot of insight for anyone seeking long-term success. Success in
business is spelled M-O-R-E: better results, faster growth, more revenue, greater
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efficiency. Do more. Make more. Achieve more. And do it now. Eventually, ambition
turns to stress, then to frenzy, then to emptiness as once-ambitious workers
endlessly trudge the hamster wheel chasing the next promotion. While top-level
performance is the holy grail of business at all levels, there is another, much better
way to achieve it: slow down. Yes, you read that right—S-L-O-W. This is your
permission to jump off of the hamster wheel. Slowing down is not a luxury, it is a
necessity. A frenetic brain simply doesn’t perform at optimal levels. By maintaining a
snail’s pace, you actually achieve better results—at rocket speed—because you’re
firing on all cylinders. You’ll think of new things, approach old problems from new
perspectives, and breathe a breath of fresh air into everything you do. This book
shows you how to achieve this state of steady, sustainable fire, and how to get
further by crawling than you ever did while attempting to fly. Learn how slowing
down can lead to better, faster results Achieve optimal performance thought patterns
Enhance your creativity and effectiveness Build energy, revenue, and good health in
a self-sustaining way You know you’re capable of more, but the stress is eating away
at your body, your brain, and your soul. Relax, take a deep breath, and buckle down.
Clear your mind, and then put it to work. Stop juggling and start doing. Master Your
Mind shows you how to supercharge your trajectory by taking it S-L-O-W.

The Master and His Emissary
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Master Your Mind
Unleash positive thinking and productive imagination, and flip negative thoughts and
behaviors into a lifetime to improve every aspect of your life—each morning, one day
at a time. Bad habits. Bad feelings. Bad mornings that turn into regrettable days.
Banish them all with simple brain hacks that flip negative thoughts and behaviors into
positive, productive ones. Instead of dragging through your day, learn to wake up
refreshed, recharge regularly, and live better than ever. The Morning Mind makes it
easy. Based on findings from neuroscience and medicine, the book helps you tamp
down on the fear-driven reptile brain and tap into the part linked to thinking and
imagination. With topics ranging from diet and hydration to exercise and meditation,
you’ll find ideas for activating your brain—and improving every aspect of your life:
Restore healthy cycles of waking and sleeping Block harmful cortisol hormones Boost
mental performance Create calmer mornings Develop self-discipline Stimulate
creativity Improve your leadership skills And more. From the moment the alarm
clock rings, The Morning Mind helps you greet each day with gusto.

Master Your Mind Master Your Life An Insightful Collection Of
Motivational Quotes About Life
New discoveries in brain research have shown that our brain can be re-wired through
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Neuroplasticity. This book will be helpful for those who want to Mould their brain to
unleash their infinite possibilities. It systematically throws light on brain research,
practical applications of brain re-wiring and spiritual insights in various areas. The
simple techniques given in this book, if applied correctly, can bring about a radical
transformation in your life. Your life can be filled with love, bliss, peace, health,
prosperity and contentment.

Master Your MIND Master Your LIFE
Master Your Mind
Everything that has ever been created or achieved began as a thought. Living a life of
destiny requires one to gain mastery over their thoughts through a process of
harmonising their spirit, soul and body. This means change, which although a
constant in life, can be challenging; changing a mind-set even more so. This book is
aimed at giving readers, especially Africans, a different perspective of their
circumstances. It challenges the subconscious beliefs they may have which may be
holding them back from living their potential. Although set within an African context,
the truths presented is the minimum daily dose of inspiration and life coaching
anyone needs to kick start the revolution of their minds. Through a pragmatic,
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humour filled, conversational style, Akosua exposes truths, laws and secrets for
living a 'truly' winning life. In here she shares: Why the natural state is a life of
abundance Why having a vision and dreaming is important How the 'secret' to living
your potential lies in your thoughts How to discover and become more of the REAL
you Akosua says 'come with an open mind, embrace the truths presented and you will
begin to discover how gaining mastery over your thoughts can propel you into living
your wildest dreams'.

Master Your Emotions
★★ Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book version for
FREE ★★ The truth is: Sometimes your emotions might take your advantage. This
might happen because you often do not realize what is happening unless you are
emotionally drenched. If you know how to take control of your emotions, your life
and your success will be under your control. If you are one of those who want to take
charge of your emotions and lead a happy and successful life, read on to get an
insight into what to do and what not. You might always want to have an honest
communication with others as well as yourself. There are basically three factors that
determine the emotion of a person at a certain point of time. The first factor is the
physiology of the person. The emotion is first felt in the body. There will be different
kinds of body languages for different kinds of emotions. The second factor is
whatever the person focuses on. To have a better control on the emotions as well as
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to steer them positively it is always good to focus on things differently. It is always
under the control of the person whether he will focus on the good or the bad things.
He can delete the negative things from his mind and stress on the positive
approaches. The words and the language patterns chosen have different emotional
conditions associated with them. DOWNLOAD: Master your Emotions, Improve Your
Emotional Intelligence by Controlling Your Mind and Boost Your Brain to Eliminate
Your Anxiety and Worry. The goal of the book is simple: The eBook offers a
comprehensive guide on the definition of emotions, its types, the factors affecting the
moods and the emotions etc. The book also stresses on the effects of negative and
positive emotions on our health and how we can change them. It is a complete guide
on how we can change our behaviour to suit the environment. Dealing with negative
emotions, reading the emotions, using the emotions to grow are some other key
points. Motivational speeches are also a part of the book. Some useful therapies,
strategies and techniques are discussed which helps to combat with emotions like
panic, worries, forgiveness, fear anger etc. You will also learn: What are emotions
Types of emotions Chapter 2: Constructive emotions and destructive emotions List of
Different emotions What rules your emotions Factors affecting emotions and your
mood Sleep Sports Food and drinks Music Relationships Work environment, Words
that we use Positive/negative thoughts Would you like to know more? Download the
eBook, Master Your Emotions to have a better control on your emotions. Scroll to the
top of the page and select the buy now button.
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Master Your Mind - Master Your Success
Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny
Do you ever wake up struggling to feel passion or enthusiasm for life? This problem
is more pervasive than ever. You're not alone if you're fighting this battle. If you ever
feel worn out, discouraged, or depressed - like life has beaten you up and left you
just hanging on - this book has the power to produce a profound shift in your life.
This book contains a proven process to help you stop suffering, find peace, and start
living a deeply happy life n the next 30 days or less, no matter what your current
circumstances are And it only takes about 10 minutes per day including your time
spent reading this book. Welcome to Affirm Your Truth! You're holding in your hands
a transformational habit training system that can radically shift your life from a place
of stagnation, frustration, and doubt To a life of love, joy, faith, and pure enthusiasm
to just be alive today. This is much more than a book - this is a system of daily
guidance and instruction that will take you on a life-altering journey over the course
of one month. What you're about to experience has already improved hundreds of
people's lives in surprisingly simple ways. You're next! I promise that you will
experience increased peace of mind, confidence, joy, and enthusiasm for life when
you commit to following the simple daily system within these pages. But whatever
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you do, don't succumb to the temptation to make this harder on yourself than it needs
to be. Don't be the person who waits until tomorrow to be happy. Be the person who
takes quick and decisive action, taking control of your life and your happiness. Be the
person others look at in awe as they witness the grace and poise with which you go
through life. Be the person who radiates confidence and peace because you take
action without delay when it comes to your personal and spiritual nourishment. Start
right now! Right now is your time to begin making dramatic changes in your life.

Master Your Mind
This book is a mirror where in every reader can see the reflection of his inner self
and outer deeds. You can get to know your true self . You can achieve all that desire
for.

Master Your Thinking
Collins Shorts – insight in an instant.

MASTER YOUR MIND
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How to Master Your Mind in 100 Minutes: Increase Productivity,
Creativity and Happiness (Collins Shorts, Book 8)
Few people know better than Viswanathan Anand how to think strategically at
lightning speed and work under immense pressure to overcome the toughest odds.
From the time he learnt to move pieces on a chessboard as a six-year-old, Vishy ? as
Anand is fondly called ? has racked up innumerable accolades. The first World Chess
Champion from Asia, he emerged on to the world stage when chess was largely a
Soviet preserve, climbed the ranks to become World No. 1, bagged five World
Championship titles and won tournaments across all formats of the game. A peerless
ambassador of chess, his is one of the most revered names in the sport. In Mind
Master, Vishy looks back on a lifetime of games played, opponents tackled and
circumstances overcome, and draws from its depths significant tools that will help
every reader navigate life?s challenges: What role do tactics and strategy play in the
preparation for achieving a goal? How can emotions be harnessed to your advantage
in tricky situations? What precautions should you take before you decide to leave
your comfort zone and embrace risk? What do you need to do to stay relevant in the
face of rapidly changing realities? Is unlearning really the only way to learn? These
are just some of the nuggets Vishy touches upon with characteristic wit, easy
wisdom and disarming candour in Mind Master ? a delightful and invaluable
exploration into the self that will thrill, inspire and motivate readers as few books
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have done before.

Master Your Mind
Learn How to Eliminate Procrastination, Take Daily Action, Achieve All Your Goals
and Take Life ON! Do you get stopped in your tracks through procrastination? Do
you often struggle to achieve the goals you set? Do you allow yourself to become
overwhelmed with Fear of Failure and miss the opportunities you should take? If so,
there's a simple solution: MASTER YOUR MIND - MASTER YOUR SUCCESS Imagine
looking at your 12-month goals and taking immediate action to develop a plan, the
steps and the daily micro-actions to achieve them. Imagine having a system that
allowed you to look for the right opportunities to progress each day. Imagine the
feeling of celebrating each goal you achieve! Elite Athlete, Business Coach and
Author, Mark Dalton, provides a start-to-finish blueprint for overcoming
procrastination, establishing your goals and developing a system of supportive daily
habits. He will show you, step by step, how to overcome your tendency to lose your
momentum and take action that propels you further than you ever thought possible.
In MASTER YOUR MIND - MASTER YOUR SUCCESS, you will discover: The 9
Master Success Principles to Master Your Mind to achieve your goals Why your daily
Action Plan is so important How to create daily micro-actions that progress you
forward every day Tips and examples of developing the right supportive Daily habits
How to overcome the inner voice that tells you to STOP when you should GO The 10
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Key Pillars of a Healthy Mindset The power of tracking your actions daily And much,
much more! Plus, you will receive a BONUS Goal Setting and Daily Habit Workbook
to help you to take action to get your goals into effect immediately. MASTER YOUR
MIND - MASTER YOUR SUCCESS is for anyone who struggles to take the required
daily action to achieve their ultimate goals. No matter what stage of life you are
currently at, this book will transform your way of thinking. Grab your copy of
MASTER YOUR MIND - MASTER YOUR SUCCESS today to finally defeat your inner
voice and become unstoppable.

Master Your Mind Master Your Money
Want to overcome negative feelings? Feel like you aren't good enough? Need help
dealing with stress? Author Thibaut Meurisse presents a hands-on companion to his
book Master Your Emotions: A Practical Guide to Overcome Negativity and Better
Manage Your Feelings. Master Your Emotions is your 'how-to' manual to improve
your emotional state. With the help of this personal workbook, you'll be able to
integrate the lessons from the book more deeply. As a result, you'll start regaining
control over your emotions, which will help you become happier and more optimistic.
The Master Your Emotions Personal Workbook will help you: Develop a better
understanding of how emotions work Identify the behaviors and activities that
negatively affect your mood Replace negative emotions with positive ones And much
more. If you want practical exercises to help you take control of your mood and
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experience a deeper sense of fulfillment, you'll love Master Your Emotions Personal
Workbook. This is the perfect companion to Master Your Emotions.

Affirm Your Truth
Isn't it amazing how some people just seem to coast through life and always seem to
be able to achieve whatever they set out to do, no matter how hard it might seem to
be for the rest of us? We all know at least one such person - someone who always
ends up getting the top job, the life that they want, a loving family and money to boot
- someone who just has it all. I'd be willing to bet that you wish that your life was just
as simple and easy and that you were just as lucky. The great news is that you don't
need to go looking for a lucky rabbit's foot or a four-leaved clover, you are already a
very lucky person - we all are. The reality is that there really is nothing lucky about
luck - lucky people have simply learned to harness the power of their subconscious
minds - they believe that they are lucky and so they are. If something "lucky" does
happen to them, they don't start looking for the first catch as many people would;
they automatically know that this event was meant for them. In this book, I will teach
you how best to harness your subconscious mind so that you can achieve anything
that you want to achieve in life. As long as you are willing to give these exercises the
attention that they deserve, you will find that you start gaining more and more
control over your own reality. With these simple exercises you will learn how to
reprogram your subconscious mind and make it work towards achieving your ultimate
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the goals. You will become one of those "lucky" people who everyone is envious of.
By simply learning how to use the power of your mind, you can access a wealth of
stored knowledge and reserves of strength and determination that you could never
have dreamed of. Your journey towards greatness starts today!

How to Master Your Monkey Mind
Discover How to Master Your Inner Self: This Includes 2 Manuscripts at a Special
Price- Breaking Overthinking & Master Your Emotions We oftentimes look towards
the outside world to find the roots of our problems. However, most of the times we
should be looking inwards. Our mind and our emotions determine our state of being in
the present moment. If those aspects are left unchecked we can get easily
overwhelmed and are left feeling unfulfilled every single day. This book contains 2
manuscripts designed to help you discover the best and most efficient way to control
your thoughts and master your feelings. For a limited time, you can get these 2
manuscripts in 1 for a special price! In the first part of the bundle called “Breaking
Overthinking” you will discover: - How overthinking can be detrimental to your social
life. - The hidden dangers of overthinking and what can happen to you if it’s left
untreated. - How to declutter your mind from all the noise of the modern world. How overthinking affects your body, your energy levels, and your everyday mood. How your surroundings affect your state of mind and what you NEED to do in order
to break out of that state. - Bad habits we perform every day and don’t even realize
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are destroying our sanity (and how to overcome them properly). - How to cut out
toxic people from your life which cloud your judgment and make you feel miserable.
The second part of the bundle called “Master Your Emotions” will teach you: - What
our emotions actually are and what core emotions are responsible for everything we
feel. - The importance of discovering your emotional map and how you can use it to
improve your sate of being. - When and if you should control your emotions or just
be in the moment with them. - The dangers we face if we leave our emotions
unchecked. - An easy to follow book structure where we take one emotion at a time.
- Clear step by step guidelines and scenarios which you can relate to and allow you
to understand each emotion that much better. - A bonus chapter which will cover the
emotion most people tend to overlook. The journey to self-improvement must begin
with self-acknowledgment. If you have the courage to start this journey and take
control of your inner self, then scroll up and Order Now!

Breaking Overthinking
Master Your Thinking for 7 Days: Using Positive Thoughts to Change Your Life
Hurry up and get YOUR copy today for 2.99 only Regular price at 4.99 "Master
Your Thinking for 7 Days" or "Using Positive Thoughts to Change Your Life" will
open a world of success, happiness, prosperity, and peace for you. Provide support
and encouragement to others when you don't know how to "fix" the problem, Calm
concerns, fears; quickly resolve, or even prevent, arguments; Increase feelings of
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love, respect, and appreciation in your romantic; Give advice and feedback that sticks
relationships; Help others become open to your point of view Once you understand
your subconscious mind, you can also control or get rid of the various phobias that
you may have in turn opening a brand new world of positive energy. The techniques
are simple and results come quickly. You can improve your relationships, your
finances and your physical well-being in the future, it is one of the most brilliant and
beloved spiritual self-help works of all time which can help you heal yourself, banish
your fears, sleep better, enjoy better relationships and just feel happier. The author
fuses her spiritual wisdom and scientific research to bring to light how the subconscious mind can be a major influence on our daily lives. As the author of this
book, I believe that this book will be an indispensable reference and trusted guide for
you who may want to reuse the information of the original text or passage naturally
Don't delay any more seconds, scroll back up, DOWNLOAD your copy NOW for only
$2.99 and start the journey of mastering your thinking TODAY! Tags: master your
thinking for 7 days, master your mindset, master your mindpower, master your
destiny, master your brain, master your mind design your destiny, master your mind
master your life, control your mind and master your feelings, master your thinking
turn on healthy thoughts, declutter your mind for 7 day, the power of your
subconscious mind, how to master your emotions for 7 day, master your thinking
workbook, master your mind and defy the odds, master your mind power, mental
toughness master your mind, a practical guide to overcome negativity, how to
become a more positive person, master your emotions
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Master Your Emotions
This book is for anyone wrestling with a mental disorder & needing to get the uppar
hand. Master your Mind should help you to alleviate any feelings of fear,
hopelessness or isolation that you may have; to take greater control over your
illness; to make the most of the treatments & services that are available to you; and
ultimately to improve your chances of once again leading a healthy, productive &
fulfilling life.

Mindset Revolution
Chapter I The Tuft of Hair "Let's hope the horrible nightmare is over, dearest,"
whispered Ellen Estabrook to Lee Bentley as their liner came crawling up through the
Narrows and the Statue of Liberty greeted the two with uplifted torch beyond Staten
Island. New York's skyline was beautiful through the mist and smoke which always
seemed to mask it. It was good to be home again. [Sidenote: Once more Lee Bentley
is caught up in the marvelous machinations of the mad genius Barter.] Certainly it
was a far cry from the African jungles where, for the space of a ghastly nightmare,
Ellen had been a captive of the apes and Bentley himself had had a horrible
adventure. Caleb Barter, a mad scientist, had drugged him and exchanged his brain
with that of an ape, and for hours Bentley had roamed the jungles hidden in the great
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hairy body, the only part of him remaining "Bentley" being the Bentley brain which
Barter had placed in the ape's skull-pan. Bentley would never forget the horror of
that grim awakening, in which he had found himself walking on bent knuckles, his
voice the fighting bellow of a giant anthropoid. Yes, it was a far cry from the African
jungles to populous Manhattan. As soon as Ellen and Lee considered themselves
recovered from the shock of the experience they would be married. They had
already spent two months of absolute rest in England after their escape from Africa,
but they found it had not been enough. Their story had been told in the press of the
world and they had been constantly besieged by the curious, which of course had not
helped them to forget. - - - "Lee," whispered Ellen, "I'll never feel sure that Caleb
Barter is dead. We should have gone out that morning when he forgot to take his
whip and we thought the vengeful apes had slain him. We should have proved it to our
own satisfaction. It would be an ironic jest, characteristic of Barter, to allow us to
think him dead." "He's dead all right, dear," replied Bentley, his nostrils quivering with
pleasure as he looked ahead at New York, while the breeze along the Hudson pushed
his hair back from his forehead. "He had abused the great anthropoids for too many
years. They seized their opportunity, don't mistake that." "Still, he was a genius in his
way, a mad, frightful genius. It hardly seems possible to me that he would allow
himself to be so easily trapped. It's a reflection on his great mentality, twisted though
it was." "Forget it, dear," replied Bentley, putting his arm around her shoulders."We'll
both try to forget. After our nerves have returned to normal we'll be married. Then
nothing can trouble us." The vessel docked and later Lee and Ellen entered a taxicab
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near the pier. "I'll take you to your home, Ellen," said Bentley. "Then I'll look after
my own affairs for the next couple of days, which includes making peace with my
father, then we'll go on from here." They looked through the windows of the cab as
they rolled into lower Fifth Avenue and headed uptown. Newsies were screaming an
extra from the sidewalks. "Excitement!" said Bentley enthusiastically. "It's certainly
good to be home and hear a newsboy's unintelligible screaming of an extra, isn't it?"
On an impulse he ordered the cabbie to draw up to the curb and purchased a
newspaper. "Do you mind if I glance through the headlines?" Bentley asked Ellen. "I
haven't looked at an American paper for ever so long." - - - The cab started again and
Bentley folded the paper, falling easily into the habit of New Yorkers who are
accustomed to reading on subways where there isn't room for elbows, to say nothing
of broad newspapers. His eyes caught a headline. He started, frowning, but was
instantly mindful of Ellen. He mustn't show any signs that would excite her,
especially when he didn't yet understand what had caused his own instant
perturbation. Had Ellen looked at him she might have seen merely the calm face of a
man mildly interested in the news of the day, but she was looking out at the Fifth
Avenue shops. Bentley was staring again at the newspaper story: "An evil genius
signing his 'manifestoes' with the strange cognomen of 'Mind Master' gives the
authorities of New York City twelve hours in which to take precautions. To prove
that he is able to make good his mad threats he states that at noon exactly, to-day, he
will cause the death of the chief executive of a great insurance company whose
offices are in the Flatiron Building. After that, at regular stated periods, warnings to
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be issued in each case ten hours in advance, he will steal the brains of the twenty
men whose names are hereto appended:" (There followed then a list of names, all of
which were known to Bentley.) He understood why the story had startled him, too.
"Mind Master!" Anything that had to do with the human brain interested him mightily
now, for he knew to what grim uses it could be put at the hands of a master scientist.
Around his own head, safely covered by his hair unless someone looked closely, and
even then they must needs know what they sought, was a thin white line. It marked
the line of Caleb Barter's operation on him that terrible night in the African jungles,
when his brain had been transferred to the skull-pan of an ape, and the ape's brain to
his own cranium. Any mention of the brain, therefore, recalled to him a very
harrowing experience. It was little wonder that he shuddered. Ellen noticed his
agitation. "What is it, dearest?" she asked softly, placing her hand in the crook of his
arm. - - - He was about to answer her, desperately trying to think of something to
say that would not alarm her, when their taxicab, with a sudden application of the
brakes, came to a sharp stop. Bentley noticed that they were at the intersection of
Twenty-second Street and Fifth Avenue. The lights were still green, but
nevertheless all traffic was halted. And for a strange reason. From the west door of
the Flatiron Building emerged a grim apparition of a man. His body was scored by
countless bleeding wounds which looked as though they had been made by the
fingernails of a giant. The man wore no article of clothing except his shoes.
Apparently, his clothing had been ripped from his body by the same instrument which
had turned his body into a raw, dripping horror. The man staggered, half-running, at
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times all but falling, toward the traffic officer at the intersection. As he ran he
screamed, horrible, babbling screams. His lips worked crazily, his eyes rolled. He
was frightened beyond the comprehension of ordinary mortals. His screams began
and ended on the high shrill notes of utter dementia, and as he ran he pawed the air
with his bleeding hands as though he fought out on all sides against invisible demons
seeking to drag him down. "Oh, my God!" said Ellen. "Even here!" What had caused
her to speak the last two words? Did she also have a premonition of grim disaster?
Did she also feel, deep down inside her, as Bentley did, that the nightmare through
which they had passed was not yet ended? Bentley now sat unmoving, his eyes
unblinking, as he saw the naked man stagger over to the traffic officer. The color
drained from his face. He looked at his watch. It was exactly noon. Even without
further consideration Bentley knew that this gruesome apparition had some direct
connection with the newspaper story he had just read. - - - Unobtrusively, trying to
make it seem a preoccupied action, he folded the newspaper again and thrust it down
at the end of the seat cushion. But Ellen was watching him, a haunting fear gradually
coming into her eyes. She quickly reached past him and snatched the paper before he
realized her intent. The item he had read came instantly under her eyes because of
the way he had automatically folded the paper. She read it with staring eyes. "So,
Lee," she said, "you think there's a connection with--with--well, withus?" "Absurd!"
he said heartily, too heartily. "Caleb Barter is dead." "But I have never been sure,"
insisted Ellen. "Oh, Lee, let's get away from here! Let's take the first boat for
Bermuda--anywhere to escape this terrible fear." "No!" he retorted harshly. "If our
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suspicions are correct, and I think we're unwarrantedly keyed up because of our
recent experiences, the officials of New York may need my help." "Your help? Why?"
"I know more about Caleb Barter than any other living man, perhaps." "Then you do
have doubts that he is dead!" Bentley shrugged his shoulders. "Ellen," he said, "drive
on home without me. I'm going to drop off and find out all I can. If we're in for it in
any way it's just as well to know it at once." "You'll come right along?" "Just as soon
as I can make it. And I hope I'll be able to report our fears groundless." Bentley
stepped from the cab. He ordered the chauffeur to turn right into Twenty-second
Street and to proceed until Ellen gave him further directions. Then Bentley hurried
through the congestion of automobiles toward the traffic officer who was fighting
with the naked man, trying to subdue him. Other men were running to the officer's
assistance, for it could be seen that he alone was no match for the lunatic. Bentley,
however, was first to arrive. "Give me a hand!" gasped the officer. "I can't handle 'im
without usin' my club and I don't wanna do that. The poor fella don't know what he's adoin'." - - - Bentley quickly sprang to the patrolman's assistance. Between them they
soon reduced the stranger to a squirming bundle and dragged him to the sidewalk;
another officer was phoning for an ambulance. The stricken man was now mumbling,
babbling insanely. Blood trickled from the corners of his lips. The sight of one eye
had been destroyed. Bentley watched him, sprawled now on the sidewalk, surrounded
by a group of men. The man was dying, no question about that. The talons, which had
scored him, had bitten deeply and he was destined to bleed to death soon even if the
wounds were not otherwise mortal. Bentley noticed something clutched tightly in the
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man's right hand--something that sent a chill through his body despite the heat of a
mid-July noon. The officer, apparently, had not noticed it. Soon a clanging bell
announced the arrival of an ambulance, and as the crowd stepped aside to clear the
way, Bentley bent over the dying man. The man's lips were parted and he was trying
with a mighty effort of will to speak. Bentley put his ear close to the bleeding lips
through which words strove to bubble. He heard parts of two words: "ind aster."
Bentley suddenly knew what the man was trying to say. The half-uttered words could
mean only--"Mind Master." Bentley suppressed a shudder and extended his hands to
the closed right hand of the dying man. Carefully he removed from between the
fingers three tufts of thick brown hair, coarse and crude of texture. There was a
rattle in the naked man's throat. Five minutes later the ambulance intern hastily
scribbled in his record the entry, "Dead on Arrival." Bentley, more frightened than he
had ever been before, entered a taxicab as soon as the body had been removed and
the streets cleared. He stared closely at the tufts of hair in his hand. Maybe he had
been wrong in taking them before detectives arrived on the scene, but he had to
know, and he felt that these hairs proved his mad suspicions. Caleb Barter was alive!
The hairs came from the shaggy coat of a giant anthropoid ape or a gorilla. Chapter II
Ultimatum How terribly far-fetched it seemed! It was unbelievable enough that
Bentley had once reposed in the body of an ape. That had been in the African wilds.
But the idiocy of the thing now rested in Bentley's belief that here, immediately upon
landing, he was again facing something just as horrible. But the coincidences were
too clear. The palaver about "brains," and "Mind Master"--and those ape hairs in
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Bentley's hands. He wished he knew all that had led up to that story he had read in
the paper just prior to the appearance of the naked man from the west door of the
Flatiron Building. However, the killing would get front page position now, due to the
importance of the dead man--Bentley never doubted it was the man whom, in the
paper, the "Mind Master" had promised to slay. Great apes in the heart of New York
City! It sounded silly, preposterous. Yet, before he had gone through that dread
experience with the mad Barter, Bentley would have sworn that brain transplantation
was impossible. Even now he was not sure that it hadn't all been a terrible dream.
Should Bentley go at once to the police to give them the benefit of whatever
knowledge he might have of Caleb Barter? He wasn't sure. Then he decided that
sooner or later he must come out into the open. So he caught a cab and went to police
headquarters. "I wish," he said, "to talk to someone about the Mind Master!" If he had
said, "I have just come from Mars," he could scarcely have caused a greater
sensation.

Master Your Emotions
What would you do different if you knew you could train your mind to work for you
instead of against you. Within these pages, the author reveals specific tools for
mastery based on the scientific pricipals of the Law of Attraction
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Manage Your Mind, Master Your Life
Discover the best way to Master Your Emotions and develop true Emotional
Intelligence! Are you tired of letting your emotions get the better of you? Are you
sick of feeling overwhelmed by your emotions when you know you should have the
strength to control yourself? Emotional intelligence has become an essential quality
in our modern society. However, in such a noisy world, it seems like mastering your
emotions is something only accessible to a selected few. Well, the truth is that it
doesn't have to be this way. Discovering how to master your emotions can be done
extremely efficient if you take the right approach. In this book you will discover: What our emotions actually are and what core emotions are responsible for
everything we feel. - The importance of discovering your emotional map and how you
can use it to improve your sate of being. - When and if you should control your
emotions or just be in the moment with them. - The dangers we face if we leave our
emotions unchecked.An easy to follow book structure where we take one emotion at
a time. - Clear step by step guidelines and scenarios which you can relate to and
allow you to understand each emotion that much better. - A bonus chapter which will
cover the emotion most people tend to overlook. I'm going to be honest with
youmastering your emotions is no easy task. However, the benefits of developing
high emotional intelligence are immense. This book discusses one emotion per
chapter. This will keep you from getting overwhelmed and will allow you to progress
at your own speed. Nothing will be left to guesswork and you will be armed with the
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knowledge required to master every emotion for the rest of your life. The journey to
self-improvement must begin with self-acknowledgment. It might sound scary but
there is no other way. If you have the courage to start this journey and discover how
to never let your emotions get the better of you, then scroll up and Order Now!

Mind Master
Master Your Mind
In this book Grand Master Dominick Giacobbe reviels the secrets of "Mind Power",
from his many years of training in the Martial Arts and his dedication to meditation.
He will teach several different methods of mind training, mental exercising,
meditation, breathing exercises and physical fitness, which will be the keys to mind
power. Meditation is to the mind what exercise is to the body. Breathing exercises
are also very important functions for mind power. We say breathing is the bridge
between the spiritual mind and the functional body. If we can control, direct and
develop our breathing we can then increase our strength of mind. Exercise, fitness
and physical strength develops a healthy body, which is needed for a healthy brain. A
focused mind and a healthy strong body is important for developing true mind power.
Be the most that you can be by developing your mind. Through this book you will
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learn how to master your mind.

Master Your Time, Master Your Life
Discover 10 Essential Ways to Make the Most of Your Time "Time is money," as the
saying goes, but most of us never feel we have enough of either. In Master Your
Time, Master Your Life, internationally acclaimed productivity expert and bestselling
author Brian Tracy presents a brilliant new approach to time management that will
help you gain control of your time and accomplish far more, faster and more easily
than you ever thought possible. Drawing on the latest research in productivity
science and Tracy's decades of expertise, this breakthrough program allocates time
into ten categories of priority--including strategic planning/goal setting, people and
family, income improvement, rest/relaxation, and even creative time--and reveals the
best techniques for focusing on each effectively. By thoughtfully applying the
principles in Master Your Time, Master Your Life, you'll not only achieve greater
results and reach your goals more quickly and successfully, you'll also have more
time to devote to what you truly love.

Master Your Mind
Master Your Mind is the ad-friendly version of Ryan Munsey's book "F Your
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Feelings". They are the same book. If you already own FYF, do not buy this thinking
it is something different. A must-read for anyone interested in personal growth, this
books presents the neuroscience of the human operating system as a User's Manual
for the space between your ears, empowering you to master your mind and
accomplish any goal. As you'll quickly find, Ryan provides deeply researched, yet
easy to comprehend timeless wisdom that you'll come back to time and time again.
This will not be a book that you read once and never touch again. Do you want to
truly be your own master, increase your emotional toughness, control your lizard
brain, and get more done during your day? Do you want to turn your dreams into
action - all the time? 95% of decisions are based on feelings. Not logic. Not rational
thought. Feelings. Can you feel the pull of emotions, hunger, guilt, pain, jealously,
depression, and everything else weighing on every decision that you make? Business
owners, athletes & entrepreneurs, looking to grow, anyone with a goal that isn't
terrified of tough love - you need to read this book - as soon as possible! In this book
you'll learn how to control the way your brain is wired, constantly accomplish your
goals, and feel MORE pleasure during the day. You cannot control your instincts until
you understand how they work - PERIOD. Learn how to apply the fundamentals of
emotional control so that you can uplift yourself ON COMMAND, fight through
periods of stress and torment, and give yourself long-term satisfaction and peace.
Packed with advice you can put to use right away, you'll learn how to SPOT and What
pragmatic and actionable tactics will you learn? The one four letter word that
practically guarantees you'll fail at whatever you do. The real nature of emotions, and
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the twenty minute exercise we can take to give ourselves lasting joy throughout the
day. Why eating one marshmallow at the wrong time can ruin your relationships and
cost you thousands of dollars. Why play, safety, and something called the VAGUS
NERVE is critical for your performance in life. The "everything is everything"
moment that will separate you from 92% of people - in the entire world. Also the
following insights: How to survive and recover when your brain is HOOKED on
dopamine, fear, amusement, and other toxic drugs. The actual, CONTROLLABLE
physical property that decides whether you're a dreamer, or a doer! How feeling
threatened or insecure can actually make you sluggish, lazy, and TRAPPED in failure.
How to interact with your phone, tablet and computer without wrecking your back,
eyes, and heart. And so much more! Here's what this book ISN'T: this isn't a get rich
quick scheme, a business plan, or some touchy-feely nonsense about touching your
inner self. This is about building the most consistent element in any business - YOU.
How will your business improve? Develop laser-like focus and discipline. Gain the
ability to say NO to temptation when it comes. HACK your brain so that you're
always energized and pumped up NEVER be outside your comfort zone or afraid of a
challenge. Implement these techniques and watch your profits skyrocket. Learn how
to control your own mind and turn your desires into ACTION clicking the BUY NOW
button.

Master Your Mindset the Master's Way
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A new edition of the bestselling classic – published with a special introduction to
mark its 10th anniversary This pioneering account sets out to understand the
structure of the human brain – the place where mind meets matter. Until recently, the
left hemisphere of our brain has been seen as the ‘rational’ side, the superior
partner to the right. But is this distinction true? Drawing on a vast body of
experimental research, Iain McGilchrist argues while our left brain makes for a
wonderful servant, it is a very poor master. As he shows, it is the right side which is
the more reliable and insightful. Without it, our world would be mechanistic – stripped
of depth, colour and value.

Practice Makes PURPOSE
In this follow-up to his bestseller Own the Day, Own Your Life, Aubrey Marcus turns
his attention from optimizing our physiology, to optimizing our mindset, taking you on
a journey of 12 universal steps to overcome pathology and create a life of meaning,
balance, and high performance. Aubrey Marcus is a successful entrepreneur, soughtafter speaker, creator of a hugely popular podcast, and one of the most respected
voices in the field of psychedelic medicine. But he is first and foremost a seeker. In
his work he shares his experiences openly and invites the world into his deepest and
darkest moments, talking openly about his struggles with depression, anxiety, and the
painful lessons learned from polyamory. Master Your Mind, Master Your Life
contains hundreds of clinical citations along with an accumulation of everything
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Aubrey has discovered from pushing the limits of his physical, emotional, and
spiritual self. How do we transition from an action oriented, practical mindset, into
the heart-centered presence of spirit? How do we synthesize and bring harmony
between the thinking mind and the knowing mind? Master Your Mind, Master Your
Life provides both practical and philosophical answers to help you overcome your
mental resistance. To achieve your goals and create more unity with yourself, you
must learn to recognize and accept how the story you tell yourself holds you back.
Master Your Mind, Master Your Life is a spiritual guide, a collection of stories, and a
trusted step-by-step program to help us master our thoughts and navigate any
situation. Marcus take us through a hero's journey of emotional and spiritual
awakening, backed by the latest science. Each chapter ends with a section called
"Into the Dojo," in which he offers two different prescriptive treatments. The first
option is universally accessible. The second option is a more advanced method, which
includes an exploration of the great transformative practices and medicines of the
world. Wise, profound, and brutally honest, Marcus shows you how to fight the
programming that keeps you trapped from optimizing your life, teaches you to train
your ego, recognize resistance, form a community of allies, face your inner critic, and
confront your traumas all to unite your mind, body, and spirit.

MASTER YOUR THOUGHTS MASTER YOUR LIFE.
YOUR MINDSET CREATES YOUR DESTINY!Are you tired of fighting the same
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battles in your mind?Do you keep running into familiar roadblocks while God's plan
for your life seems to be a mystery?Why do some people succeed more quickly and
others struggle to find their path in life?Making lasting changes in your life and
moving towards your destiny is not unattainable. It's about combining a biblicallybased, winning mindset with a clear understanding of how God made you and why. A
powerful mindset is a proven and effective way of living, thinking, and working while
using your unique talents and gifts to flourish in your life. In Mastering Your Mindset,
The Master's Way, you will discover:¿the one thing you truly have control
over¿why mindset is interwoven into our spirit, soul, and body¿how to identify
limiting beliefs and understand how they affect your life¿a proven process for
changing your mindset and overcoming toxic thoughts¿a clearer understanding of
defining purpose in your life¿tools to win at money mindset¿why failure is so
importantSuccess is not an accident. You create it with tenacity and to do so you
must move past the resistance that gets in the way: the fear, doubts, worries, and
limiting beliefs that blind you and keep you from your purpose and the future God has
intended for you.

Master Your Mindpower
The great thing about inspirational words and motivational quotes is that they pack so
much wisdom and remind you that life can be good, no matter what challenges you
may be facing. These quotes will empower and encourage you to live your life to the
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fullest. They come from accomplished people, sages, philosophers and thinkers. All
of whom started out as an ordinary citizen and have achieved greatness. We all feel
at a loss sometimes and need some simple pick me ups to help us feel motivated and
in control once more. These positive quotes will open your mind and help you feel
inspired! The quotes in this book are specifically selected to support the 7 Thoughts
to Live Your Life By. Every quote will support one of those Thoughts in some way.
Here is a brief overview of the 7 Thoughts cover in this book: - Focus on what you
can control, not on what you cannot control - Focus on the positive, not negative Focus on what you can do, not on what you cannot do - Focus on what you have, not
on what you donot have - Focus on the present, not on the past and future - Focus on
what you need, not on what you want - Focus on what you can give, not on what you
can take The collection of 365 Quotes to Live Your Life By will help you to: Be
inspired to improve yourself Attract positivity Find happiness & enjoy life
Pursue your purpose Achieve success Boost your self-esteem Make your
dreams come true Help friends and family to improve their lives If you have never
read a book of quotes before, I would like to emphasize that reading the right quote at
the right time in your life can leave an immense impression upon you Scroll to the top
of this page and click the Add to Cart button to get your copy now if you want to
Inspire, Motivate, and Lift You Up!

Can't Hurt Me
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** Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book version for FREE
** Do you feel like your mood can change instantly according to what happens in your
day? Do you sometimes feel like your emotions are keeping you from achieving what
you wish? Then keep reading. "I don't want to be at the mercy of my emotions. I want
to use them, to enjoy them, and to dominate them." Oscar Wilde Many of us are
disconnected from our emotions-especially strong emotions such as anger, sadness,
fear-because we've been taught to try to shut off our feelings. But while you can
deny or numb your feelings, you can't eliminate them. They're still there, whether
you're aware of them or not. When we are aware of and able to manage our emotions
we think clearly, make better decisions, and effectively manage stress and life's
inevitable challenges. Keeping emotions in check, we are able to get off the
"emotional rollercoaster" and bring our lives into balance. In this book you will
discover: Why emotions matter; The importance of empathy Mastering the art of
taking control of your emotions for optimal good in any situation; Solid strategies for
identifying and dealing with other people's emotions to enjoy more fulfilling
relationships; Emotions and the ability to be a Leader How to Overcome Negative
Emotions The Relationship between Emotional Intelligence and Leadership; The
importance of Emotional Intelligence for personal development; Proven habits and
Powerful techniques and tips The Importance of Good Communication Skills; and
much more No matter how stressed or emotionally out of control you feel now, by
drawing on these tools, life can get lighter and brighter. It's never too late to learn
anything. Master Your Emotions is - full of examples and intuitive explanations Page 37/44
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provides a systematic and broken down approach to defining, understanding how to
have your emotions in check and enjoy better interpersonal relationships and
professional success. Would You Like To Know More?Scroll to the top of the page
and click the "Add To Cart" button to get this book Now!

F*ck Your Feelings
Would you describe yourself as someone who has trouble finding a positive spin on
things? Do you want to be a "glass half full" kind of person, but consistently find
yourself feeling stuck in that "half empty" mindset? Then keep reading Do you want
to be someone who can always find the silver lining in things, but struggles to reason
the happiness in things? If any of these things apply to you at all, it very well may be
that you're someone who struggles with healthy thinking. Put simply healthy thinking
is the process of considering the reality of a situation and applying yourself to it with
logic instead of letting yourself be guided by emotions. As such, if you consider
yourself an empath or someone who is very emotional, you are much more likely to
suffer from the problems listed above. Not only that but being an empath often makes
it harder to get yourself out of those problematic situations and ways of thinking.
Reading this book can help you receive a better grasp on the world around you and
its complexities without falling into a spiral of negativity. That kind of negativity will
get you nowhere. Now, what can you expect to really find out more about in the
pages of Master Your Thinking? Here are just a few topics that will be further
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discussed, if you read just a bit further: Thinking traps, and how to avoid them What
healthy thinking is in the world today, and how the meaning of those words has
changed and evolved over time Ways to find balance in your life Reasons you may be
experiencing the negative feelings and thoughts you're plagued by How to reasonably
navigate your way through the modern world, which may seem bleak at times And
many more! The decision to read further is, of course, up to you. Like all things, the
choice is ultimately up to you, the reader, to determine what is best for you, yourself,
your wellbeing, and your future. The things you see if you should read further, all of
them will come into play either now in your life or soon. Healthy thinking or lack
thereof, affects us every single day of our lives, and to simply ignore it would be
neglect of our own wellbeing and our futures. Learn more about how you can look
forward to a brighter and happier future by reading Master Your Thinking Grab Your
Copy Today! Scroll Up & Click The BUY NOW

Master Your Thinking for 7 Days
Overhaul your approach to concentration and productivity using strategic, scienceproven methods to save hours a day and achieve twice as much. Your current focus
and productivity tactics might be “adequate.” But they will never be great or reach
their potential if you don’t understand how your psychology and physiology work
together to affect your focus. Short circuit your brain into instant focus. The Science
of Powerful Focus looks at focus in a revolutionary new way, and sheds light on
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studies both new and old that lead to the path of massive productivity and conquering
of goals. It is a holistic view of how focus can be tackled from every angle of a
person’s life. Other books will tell you to simply ditch your phone, stop multi-tasking,
and sleep more. Is that really helpful information, or is it just common sense? Here,
even the concept of focus is re-defined, and you will learn a plethora of actionable
ways to integrate science into your daily life. Clear your mind, sit, and grind. Peter
Hollins has studied psychology and peak human performance for over a dozen years
and is a bestselling author. He has worked with dozens of individuals to unlock their
potential and path towards success. His writing draws on his academic, coaching, and
research experience. Defeat distractions and get “into the zone” on command.
•Master the foundations of discipline and willpower. •Set goals that inevitable.
•The biological basis behind procrastination. •Managing energy, your circadian
rhythm, and nature’s schedule. Stop procrastinating and do more in half the time.
•How to effectively “singletask.” •How to prime your mental engine. •To-do lists,
priority lists, don’t do lists, and all you need to keep you accountable and on track.
Master your focus, master your life.

The Morning Mind
Mind Your Brain, Master Your Life
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Stop your mind from becoming your worst enemy and discover how to break
overthinking now! Do you find yourself worrying all the time? Do you imagine the
worst-case scenarios for the most mundane situations? Has anxiety become a part of
your everyday life? Globally 18.1% of all adults suffer from some form of anxiety
disorder. However, most of us see overthinking as something that is just part of
being human. Well, the truth is that it doesn't have to be this way. Overthinking can
be cured and with the right knowledge, it can be done without any medication or
expensive treatments. This book was designed to make the journey of Breaking
Overthinking accessible to everyone. Each obstacle is presented as a chain and by
breaking the 5 chains of overthinking you can free your mind and rediscover
yourself. Inside this book, you will find: - How overthinking can be detrimental to
your social life. - The hidden dangers of overthinking and what can happen to you if
it's left untreated. - How to declutter your mind from all the noise of the modern
world. - How overthinking affects your body, your energy levels, and your everyday
mood. - How your surroundings affect your state of mind and what you NEED to do
in order to break out of that state. - Bad habits we perform every day and don't even
realize are destroying our sanity (and how to overcome them properly). - How to cut
out toxic people from your life which cloud your judgment and make you feel
miserable. I'm going to be honest with youIt's not going to be easy. Overthinking is
something most people have become accustomed to and the sacrifices required to
break the chains of overthinking are significant. This book won't give you results
overnight, because it's simply not possible. But it will arm you with the right
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knowledge you need in order to break the shackles of overthinking once and for all.
The journey to self-improvement must begin with self-acknowledgment. It might
sound scary but there is no other way. If you have the courage to start this journey
and free your mind from constant overthinking, then scroll up and Order Now!

The Science of Powerful Focus
Master Your Mind
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